
Our Contact Details are as follows:- 
Tel – 0161 653 1996 - Email: ffn10@fisherfeldchildcare.co.uk

Or keep in touch with iConnect/ParentZone, please ask a member of staff if you need help
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June 2022

SCHOOL HOUSE

Dates for the Diary:
2ND-3RD JUNE 2022 – NURSERY CLOSED FOR QUEEN’S JUBILEE

WC 6TH JUNE 2022 – NATIONAL CHILD SAFETY WEEK 
We will be looking at ways to keep ourselves safe at home and in the community.

FRIDAY 17TH JUNE 2022 – FATHERS DAY BAKE SALE
Cakes to be sold for £1 on collection (All money raised will go to the RSPCA)

THURSDAY 7TH JULY 2022 – WORLD CHOCOLATE DAY 
We will be making lots of chocolate treats.

LOOK WHAT WE HAVE BEEN DOING. 
The Lambs have really enjoyed the 
forest school campfire where we 
spoke about the dangers of fire and 
how we keep ourselves safe. To 
extend our learning we collected 
leaves and created natural collage 
pictures and found sticks to explore 
a different way to mark make.

The Ducklings have been doing a colour 
case study which linked into their book 
of the month, ‘Brown Bear Brown Bear’. 
At the start of the month, most of the 
children were able to identify some basic 
colours, over the month Ducklings have 
been doing a variety of activities such as 
colour bear hunts and rhyming colour 
songs. At the end of the month the 
children were more confident in 
identifying a wide range of colours. 

Farmers have been working to develop 
their Fine Motor Skills. To support the 
children in doing this, we have 
introduced child friendly knives to cut 
fruit and vegetables independently. 
Farmers now implement this into their 
daily routine and have now introduced 
tasting sessions with new fruits such as 
Mangos and Grapefruits. Going 
forwards they will be introducing exotic 
fruits and other new vegetables to cut 
independantly and try. 

Explorers have been focusing on ‘All things 
Health’. They have been taking part in lots of 
activities to promote an awareness of how to 
keep healthy. They have took part in 
activities on how to brush their teeth and 
keep them clean, what foods are healthy for 
them, making up their own exercise 
programme to increase their heart beats and 
how important sleep is for them and how 
many hours they need per night. Explorers 
shown an interest in how the body works, so 
we ran an activity where they got to explore 
a cow’s heart, which they enjoyed. 


